Day 1

Langkawi-Koh Lipe

10:30 AM
11:00 AM
11:30 AM
12:00 PM

Ricci staffs standby waitting group at immigration office ,Pattaya beach (morning Boat)
Check in Ricci House resort :Deluxe Garden type and prepare for snorkeling trip
Departure from Ricci House to snorkeling trip 5 islands by Long tail boat
Lunch time by lunch box ,because no restaurant on beach (1)
-Attractions 1:Koh Adang: Rested so close to Koh Lipe that can clearly see any people�s
faces at the opposite island. The atmosphere of the two islands is absolutely different. Koh
Adang has no community and located at the national Park Ranger Unit area offering natural
beauty of long white beach in the delightful surroundings especially at Son Cape opposite
Koh Lipe where the beautiful beach of many hundred meters stretching along the cape.
-Attractions2:Koh Rawi is the large island of almost the same size as Koh Adang surrounded
by many rocks, high steep cliffs, clean white sandy beach and clear sea offering quietness
for relaxation. Having the forest trek at Talopalian Bay and Leuk Bay of white sand which is
so-called the most prominent beach stretching at hundred meters where the National Park
Ranger Unit is situated. A tiny island near Koh Chabang about 20 minutes to reach by longtailed boats from Koh Adang.
-Attractions3 The dark stone beach at Koh Hin Ngam
There is another not to be missed island called “Koh Hin Ngam”, located on the South West
of Koh Adang Rawee. The unique natural beauty of this island is not a white sand beach but
various shapes of shiny dark stones scattering around the island. This is like a wonder land
where has polished dark stones around. On the sunshine day, when we see Koh Hin Ngam
from being on boat, we will see dark beach with many dark stones. The shiny and smooth
stones are best beautiful when the waves splash on them on sunshine day.

There is a very enjoyable activity for all tourists on Koh Hin Ngam which is rock piling of 13
stones without fail then your wish will come true. This fun activity seems to be a must to do
when you visit this miracle island.
Another believe which is counted as the strict rule is warning about taking the stone out of the
island. There is the sign with the curse and it said that “whoever dared to take any beautiful
stone away from the island will face many different disasters”. The best to do is taking lot of
photos to be your nice memory only.
Koh Hin Ngam is an amazing place where is really unforgettable and unable to defy
description. Don’t forget to visit
-Attractions4 Koh Jabang. it took about 20 minutes from Adang Island to get there. This place
is not like others because the see dept is around 15 – 20 feet. It is suitable for both skin and
scuba diving. this island is very interesting. It is the habitat of soft corals, sea anemones, and
schools of colorful fish.
-Attractions5 Ko Yang or Yang Island. It is a small island. Here the sea is crystal clear and it
is a source of beautiful hard corals, such as stag-horn coral, leaf coral, and brain coral. the
beach is full of fine sand. This island is one of the spot for snorkeling.
If you are the one who is fascinated in the underwater world, you will love it. It is quite safe to
dive around this area. The local authority already made the line for snorkeling or scuba diving
with the rope. The children can do this too. We just hold the rope on the surface of the water
and swim slowly along the line to see lives under the water.
5:00 PM
6.30 PM
8.00 PM

Back to Ricci Houuse Resort ,Time to chill for shower and relaxing
 Dinner Set (2) at Ricci Restaurant
Enjoy private time to walking street ,shopping ,massage ,Rotee show ect.
Good night …ZZ Z

Day2

Koh Hin sorn ,Koh dong ,Koh

07.00 AM.
09:00 AM

 Good morning ,Time for breakfast (3 serve from 7-10 AM)
Time for fun with snokrlelling to A nice sculpture from Nature at Koh Hin Sorn
The highlight of this attraction is the stacked stoned where naturally created. Koh Hin Son
located 15 kilometers from Koh Adang, in front of Koh Dong and Koh Peung. Lunch time
picnic (4) This place is another recommended place for snorkeling and scuba diving to see
beautiful coral and sea fan.

5:00 PM.
7.00 PM.
8.00 PM.

Back to Ricci Houuse Resort ,Time to chill for shower and relaxing
 Dinner Set (5) at Ricci Restaurant
Enjoy private time to walking street ,shopping ,massage ,Rotee show ect.
Good night …ZZ Z …

Day 3

Koh Lipe –Koh Langkawi

07.00 AM
08.00 AM.
10.30 AM.

 Good morning ( 6)
Fare well to Koh Lipe ,check in passport at Immigration office
Departure from Koh Lipe to Langkawi.

..........................................................................................................................................................

Trip Include
 Deluxe garden Room Type 1 room for 2 adults at Ricci House resort
 Long tail boat private group for 2 Days.
 Meals 6 times
 Fee of national park
 Soft drink ,Drinking water, fresh fruit ,snack
 Snorkeling equipment (Mask ,Safety life jacket,)
 Local Guide

What’ s Guest should take ?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cap, Water proof and high SPF Sun block.
Swimming dress
Plastic bag for wet dress before back to langkawi
Individual medicine ,antihistamine, motion-sickness medicine ,etc
Towel
flip flop or sandal
Sunglasses
Cash (THB) because no ATM on Koh Lipe

Confirmation and payment
1.Fully prepaid for 3Days2Nights will be charge when reservation.
By Bank transfer to :
Account Name
Saving Account Number
Name of Bank
Swift Code
Branch

Miss.Siktarat Sinwiriyakit
617- 217909 -0
Siam Commercial Bank
SICOTHBK
Satun

Fee of bank must paid by clients.
2.Credit card fee charge 4%

Cancellation Policy :
1.Wave fee for cancellation before check in 45 days.
2. Cancellation within check in 45 days Hotel will be charge fee of charge for 30 % of total costs.
3.In case, Natural Disaster or Politic confliction will consider by hotel authorization only
4.In case , changing date check in allows for 1 time within 6 month .

